
GENERAL PRODUCT QUESTIONS

WHY ARE BARNETT BOWS FASTER IF THEIR DRAW WEIGHTS ARE LIGHTER?

Speeds are not only derived from the draw weight of the crossbow. It is a combinaton of the distance of 
the power stroke, draw weight and type of wheel or cam system. Generally speaking, a crossbow with a 
longer power stroke will store more energy than a heavier bow with a shorter power stroke. The 
combinaton of power stroke, draw weight and high efciency synthetc cam or wheel harness systems 
will result in an even faster arrow speed.

WHAT ARE THE PULL WEIGHT/LENGTH OF BARNETT’S TRIGGERS?

Barnett’s ADF (AntiDry Fire) trigger mechanisms will eliminate costly dry fres. The extended trigger 
mechanism uses a transfer bar from the actual triggeripull back to the fring actvator. This feature 
enables the producton of highiperformance crossbows that remain compact in stature and agile during 
operaton. The pull weight on this style trigger with ADF is ..  lbs with a  /6″  pull length.

Most Barnett crossbows now come standard with TriggerTech trigger assemblies, which feature a .ilb 
trigger pull with zero creep.

NOTE: All Barnett trigger mechanisms feature an automatc safety, which engages when the bow is 
cocked and must be released before each shot.

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A COMPOUND AND A RECURVE CROSSBOW?

The diference between a compound and a recurve crossbow (or any archery bow) is that the compound 
bow incorporates a set of cams or wheels into the limb assembly. On the recurve bow the string attaches 
directly to the limbs.

The beneft of the compound bow is that it allows the user the beneft of “letiof.. (Letiof is a term used 
to describe the reducton in draw weight by percentage when the wheels roll over from the acton of 
drawing the string.) A compound bow will “letiof. about ..% on current models from a 6 0ilb draw 
weight to a 7 ilb draw weight when the wheels roll over. Not only is it easier for the user to cock a 
compound crossbow, but it also exerts less mechanical stress on the trigger mechanism. 

HOW DO I REPLACE A STRING ON A RECURVE BOW?

If using your cable stringer, place the loops of the cable stringer securely on the limb tps. Cock the bow 
using the cable stringer. Place the loop of the new string through the loop of the cable stringer and 
secure to the limb tp. (It is important to make sure the string loops are properly seated on the limb.) 
With assistance, you will need to slowly release the cable stringer by holding it securely in both hands 
while you have someone release the safety and then trigger of the bow. Once the string and cable are in 



the restng positon you can remove the cable stringer. To ease this process you can pull up slightly on the
new string as if you were cocking the bow; this will allow the stringer to be more easily removed. You 
may also use the string that you want to replace in the same fashion as above instead of using a cable 
stringer.

HOW DO I REPLACE A STRING ON A COMPOUND CROSSBOW?

A bow press is required to change the string on synthetc cable systems.

HOW LONG SHOULD STRINGS LAST?

With proper maintenance of the string and the crossbow itself, the string should last a minimum of 600 
shots, with several hundred shots not uncommon. Proper maintenance includes applying lubricant to the 
area where the string touches the fight track and keeping the fight track free of nicks, gouges, burrs, 
dirt, debris, etc. The string life can vary depending on the care and maintenance, the amount of shootng 
and weather extremes the string system is exposed to.

WHAT DO I DO TO EXTEND THE LIFE OF MY BOW'S SYNTHETIC SYSTEM?

Your owner’s kit contains a tube of lube wax, which should be applied to the fight track every   to 60 
shots. Barnett Lube Wax should also be applied anywhere the cables make contact with the cable slide or 
Tefon tape, whichever is applicable, every 00 to .0 shots. To extend the life of your cables it is important 
to apply Barnett Lube Wax to all noniserved areas of the cables and string every .0 to  0 shots or when 
white fuzz begins to appear. If the crossbow has been exposed to excessive moisture you may need to 
apply wax sooner.

HOW LONG CAN I KEEP MY BOW COCKED?

It is safe to keep your bow cocked while you are huntng in a statonary positon. FOR PERSONAL SAFETY 
REASONS, DO NOT STALK OR WALK TO AND FROM YOUR STAND WITH YOUR BOW COCKED. We do 
recommend that if you break from your hunt that you let the bow down to the unicocked positon by 
shootng a target arrow into a safe backstop. It would be good practce to let the bow down every   hours
relax it for about ½ hour. If ending your hunt without having taken a shot, it is recommended you keep a 
practce arrow at your camp to fre the crossbow safely into a target.

WHY DOES MY BOW SHOOT TO THE RIGHT OR TO THE LEFT?

This queston can be answered simply by checking to see if the bow is being cocked oficenter. If the 
string is cocked oficenter to the lef or right, the arrow will shoot of to the lef or right. The string being 



oficenter by as little as 6/8  could result in the shot being of several inches down range. To remedy this, 
put a mark on the string’s center serving where it crosses over the fight track when the bow is not 
cocked. When you cock the bow to shoot again, make it a priority to have the string’s marks centered in 
the trigger mechanism. If it is cocked and stll oficenter, grasp the string and nudge it into the centered 
positon, with the safety stll engaged.

The other problem may be slightly more technical. Your bow could be out of tll (out of square). If you 
have made any adjustments to the limb bolts (the bolts that secure the limbs onto the bow) this is a 
possibility. To accurately measure your tller, begin from the point where the limb meets the prod 
housing back to the string. Do this on each side of the prod housing. If the measurement is not equal then
the bow is out of tll. It would be best to have a dealer make the tll adjustment to correct the problem. 
All Barnett Compound Crossbows are preiset for tller and proper draw weight at the factory.

WHY DOES MY BOW SHOOT HIGH OR LOW?

If you are using feld points, you can simply adjust the sights to correct the problem. Also check that all of 
your arrows are the same length and shaf size (i.e., 00  – 0069 with 600 grain feld tp). You can 
determine the correct bolt length in your owner’s manual.

If you are using broadheads, you may be experiencing planing, which means that the blades of the 
broadhead catch air as they fy. This problem is only correctable by using a diferent type or brand of 
broadhead.

WHAT KIND OF BROADHEADS SHOULD I USE AND WHAT ARE THE RECOMMENDED GRAIN WEIGHTS?

Generally speaking, there are two (0) styles of broadheads: 6. fxed blade; and 0. mechanical broadheads.
Fixed blade broadheads ofer large cutng surfaces and are failiproof as they do not “open. mechanically 
when they hit their target. Mechanical broadheads, with their blades foldediin, “open. when they strike 
the target. As their blades are “folded. in fight, mechanical broadheads tend to fy more consistently 
than fxed blade broadheads.

Regardless of which broadhead style you choose, practce with your broadheadiequipped arrows prior to 
huntng as their performance will vary from that of feld pointiequipped arrows.

Performance Tip: Fixed blade broadheads exceeding a 6 ./6″. cutng diameter are not recommended for
use in your Barnett crossbow as they will fy erratcally. Broadheadiequipped arrows may require optc 
adjustments to accommodate the pointiofiimpact.

WHY ARE SOME .iBLADE BROADHEADS INACCURATE?

The design of some .iblade broadheads is not conducive to accurate shootng with a crossbow. Some 
broadheads have an extremely large surface area, blade shape or other design characteristcs that, when 
used on an arrow shaf of 00  or less, will not fy well. The shorter the arrow you are shootng, the more 
difcult it is to get extremely tght groups with some broadheads. If the heads have too much surface 
area or a very large cutng diameter, they will plane easily from catching air in fight.



WHAT TYPE OF ARROWS SHOULD I USE WITH MY CROSSBOW?

Arrows are the greatest variable in a crossbow’s accuracy. There are many factors to consider when 
choosing an arrow:

6. speed
0. kinetc energy
.. down range penetraton
 . accuracy
 . potental wear on the bow

Due to the unique design of your Barnett crossbow, it is imperatve that only specifed arrows are used. 
The Barnettibranded arrow we feel is weighted for the best performance for your shootng experience is 
included with your crossbow purchase.

Should you wish to purchase additonal arrows, be sure to select an appropriate length that is correctly 
weighted and “spined. (arrow stfness) for use with your Barnett crossbow. Check with your local 
authorized Barnett dealer for further assistance.

Tips for Selectin Arroos

″. Target arrows with feld points are typically more accurate than broadheadiequipped huntng 
arrows.

7. Heavier arrows carry more energy down range, while lighter arrows are faster but carry less
energy at longer distances.

8. Barnett crossbows require arrows weighing a minimum of  00 grains.

WARNING:
Never attempt to use arroos oeinhiin less thai 380-nraiis; this iicludes a 100-nraii feld 
poiit/broadhead, so a 280-nraii arroo shaf is miiimum. Linhter arroos cai simulate a dry fre 
coiditoi aid oill result ii damane to the crossboo, immediately voidiin the oarraity.

HOW LONG IS THE WARRANTY ON A BARNETT CROSSBOW?

Most Barnett crossbows are covered by a warranty, but the length of the warranty varies by 
model. 

The warranty covers manufacturer’s defects in materials and workmanship. Warranty excludes normal 
wear and tear, cables and strings, dry fring and misuse.



TROUBLESHOOTING TIPS

"MY STRING IS NOT CATCHING OR IS JUMPING THE ARROW..

This may be the result of damage to one of two items: the arrow nock or the string. If either or both of 
these items are damaged, do NOT attempt to use your crossbow.

Check the arrow nock frst. Replace the arrow immediately if it is damaged or suspected of damage.

If the arrow nock is intact and the string is jumping the arrow, your string may be the culprit. Worn 
and/or damaged strings must be replaced immediately with genuine Barnett factory strings. 

“MY ARROWS AREN’T FLYING STRAIGHT..

Ensure you are evenly cocking your crossbow. Check your arrow for straightness, making sure the vanes 
(fetchings) are not damaged. The arrow should lie true (fat) on the arrow/fight track with the fetching 
in the arrow/fight track groove and slide smoothly into the trigger mechanism. The arrow may rise 
slightly at the end of the track, but this will not afect fight.

If your arrow is not straight or the vanes are damaged, you may need to purchase a replacement to 
achieve accurate fight. 

“THE STRING APPEARS TO LATCH UNEVENLY, CAUSING THE ARROW TO FAVOR EITHER LEFT OR RIGHT..

This is typically the result of uneven cocking by the user. When cocking your crossbow, pull evenly on the 
crossbow string with the rope cocking device. Ensure your rope cocking device is evenly spaced and make
a conscious efort to hold the string steadily on the arrow/fight track while cocking.

“MY STRING OR CABLES ARE FRAYING..

Make sure to use lube wax on the center string and arrow/fight track every   to 60 shots and on the 
cables when needed.

Keep the trigger mechanism, cams, arrow/fight track and cable track free of obstructon(s).

Check for signs of damage and/or wear (e.g., metal burrs) on the arrow/fight track, cable track and/or 
arrow nocks. Damage and/or wear to these components will lead to rapid wear and/or further damage of
the string and/or cables.

DO NOT attempt to shoot a damaged crossbow and/or a crossbow with suspected damage.



“MY CROSSBOW HAS WEAK LIMBS AND IS LOSING POWER..

Dry fring a crossbow may cause the limbs to crack – along with other catastrophic damage, such as bent 
cams. Check the limbs, cams and all other parts for any possible damage and/or cracks. If damage is 
evident, have your crossbow inspected and repaired by a qualifed Barnett repair service representatve.

If there is no visible damage, check that you are using a Barnett string and that it is the correct length. 
Incorrectly sized strings and cables may damage your bow. Reduce fricton by keeping the arrow/fight 
track and the string/cables served with wax.

Lastly, DO NOT leave a crossbow cocked for extended periods of tme. Barnett does not recommend 
leaving a crossbow cocked for more than four contnuous hours.

Bottom line: treat your crossbow with care so it can perform at its best.

Looking for dependable hunting & shooting products? Rely on Barnett for quality and long-lasting products.

https://www.recreationid.com/barnett/
https://www.recreationid.com/hunting-shooting.html
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